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Instructions 

Do as rmui:• prnblern.- 0s \'Oll can. as comµletely as vou can. You are not 
expected to fini.~li the whule cxanL l lwugh )rou should 'N·Jrk on some problems 
from each section. H <1 problem bas multiple parts. you may use the result 
of any part (even a part vou dc1 not solve) in the proof of another part 
of that pro ble111. If vour argument depends 011 a significant theorem (for 

example, Hilbert 2 ~ ullstellensatz). say so: but vuu may simply assume very 
basic techniques and arguments (for example, Lagrange's theorem in group 
theory). If you are unsure how much detail is needed, please ask. 

Note: For m 2 1. '.Zm means the group Z/rnZ of integers mod m. 

Group theory 

1 Let dJ: Z 111 _____, Aut.(2 71 ) be a liornornorphisrn. for some integers m, n 2 
2. Let G be the semidirect product Zn A <I> Zm. Find a presentation for G 
by generators and relation::; and prove carefully that your presented group is 
isomorphic to G. 

2. Let G be a group with IGI = p(p + 1), where p is an odd prime and 
(p ~ 1) = 2n is a power of 2. Suppose further that G does not have a normal 
Sylow p-subgroup. 

(2aj. Show that C has a uurnrnl subgroup H of order p + 1. Shov.· that 
C is isomorphic t.<J u scrnidirw:t prnduc:t H ><1 'L1, 

(2b). Prove that the subgroup H in part (a.i is Abelian. (Hint: given 
a nonidentity element :r E H, co!lsider the pui:isi ble size of the centralizer 
subgroup Cc(:c).) 
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Field theory 

3. Let F be a f-1lli~e hrc·ld 1Jf u1cie: q ~uid let E 'F be a field extens;on 

Suppose that an eie11:e:1t o ~ E i~ al"ebrcm ove: F P:UW' tLAt IF uj : Fl is 

the smallest p:;sitiw· integer 1, suc:11 tlrnt c ," = u cmcl thac it divides every 
other such positive integer. 

4. Let G be an~· finite group and F anv field. SLo'.\' ~hat tlFcre exisr fields 
L and E with F ;;; L ;;; E. such fr;at E is Galois over L with the Gct.lois 
grotip of E/ L being isomorphic t,~, G. 

5. Consider tlie s;:ilittir:g rieid E cf the polynomial f:r) - S over 

Q. 
(Sa). Find the degree !E: Q 1 

(.Sb) DetermiEe tLe GAloi::: g1\)up of E over .Q as a subgroup of the 
symmetric group .)·4 

Ring and Module theory 

6. Let 11 2: 1 d.ml •'CJnsidcr thC' rillg M.1JC1 of 'II >'. n matrices with coef
ficients in C Suppuse that A .:: Mrr ! C 1 satidies A.~ = A. Let V = ccn, an 
n-dimensional vector space over C Thinking of the elements of F as column 
vectors, consider the linear tii:rnsformation rj; : \ · - F defined by left mul
tiplication b)· the matrix A. Prove that F decumposes into a direct sum of 
three C-linear subspaces. say\'=[\ 'fl U2 'fl L'3 , such that given 1· E \'with 
v = u 1 + 'u2 + u 3 where u, EC. then o(v) = ·u 1 - u2 . 

7. Let I be an ideal in the polvnomial ring C[x 1 ... ,, :rn] for some n 2: 1. 

Prove that the following conditions on I are all equivalent 

l. C[:r 1 .... , :r 11 ]/ I is a finite-dimensional C-vector space: 

1i. In C[x;] =!=()fur all 1 S: 1 S: n: 

iii. The set of common zeroes in affine n-space ccn of all of the polynomials 
in I is a finite (or empty) set. 

8. For simplicity_ let R be a commutative ring with identity in this 
problem. Suppuse that 1 aud J are ideals of R such that R/ I and R/ J are 
noetherian rings. Prow that R .1 I I n J J is also a noetherian ring. 


